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Abstract 

Service workflow is the new solution to applications integration, which aims to use 

Web service as activity to make the business logic executable. It adopts abstract business 

process with complex control structures to describe interactive behaviors among e-

commerce systems. In general, the new workflow should be verified before deploying it to 

running environment or even updating it into the workflow repository. To compare new 

workflow with selected workflows, the functional similarity is requested to compute the 

similarity degree which has been an important research in business process management. 

However, existing works focus on business process modeling and structural similarity 

computing, which lacks of the functional similarity computing that the application failure 

may be reoccurred due to incorrect temporal operations. In this paper, we concern on the 

functional similarity issue of service workflow in order to provide functions with newly-

added values. The consistency verification is employed to check the functional similarity 

between service workflows. First, two workflows are selected as verification model and 

requirement model respectively. Then, it proposes automaton model to formalize 

behaviors and interactions of new workflow. Third, the verification property in the form 

of temporal logic is generated from requirement model, which is used to automatically 

check the functional consistency in a qualitative way. Fourth, the functional similarity 

degree is computed according to verification results for the quantitative evaluation. 

Furthermore, the functional similarity aggregation is introduced to workflow 

recommendation based on Pearson formula. Finally, the architecture of our method is 

discussed to guide engineering practices.  

 

Keywords: Workflow Modeling, The Functional Similarity Computing, Temporal 

Behaviors, Property Verification 

 

1. Introduction 

With the development of workflow technologies, various applications and systems can 

be seamlessly integrated and interoperated to support complex business logics, 

accelerating their response to the frequent changes of custom demands and environment 

[1-3]. The aim of service workflow is to specify a loosely-coupled design and make 

business process executable [4]. It contributes to business agility, flexibility and 

availability, which uses Web services as business activities to enable heterogeneous 

system or even legacy system to be interacted with each other. Thus, more and more 

enterprises have adopted service workflows to develop e-commerce software system. It is 

considered as a promising approach to the next generation of service computing for 

intelligent business integration and cross-domain communication. 
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Due to the limitation of communication protocols and running platforms, Web service 

is an effective solution to resources sharing and applications integration linking the 

boundary of enterprise over Internet. Enterprise can reduce cost and save time through 

using services to quickly respond to market’s demands. In general, the service workflow 

first defines target processes in the form of workflow to describe business logics. Then, 

each activity is mapped with a Web service, which is a flexible functional entity since it 

can be dynamically allocated and replaced. However, the service workflow will display 

different functions and performances, as well as under different structures and service 

mapping strategies. To this problem, the workflow comparison is important that the new 

process should be compared with the existing process in order to discover which parts are 

different [5]. In adverse, it helps to confirm which scopes are overlapping portions 

between two workflows. 

The functional similarity computing is the core problem of workflow comparison to 

business process management. At present, there are researches providing significant 

contributions to the workflow behavior analysis. But, little works were related to the 

quantitative evaluation of functional similarity [16-25]. In this paper, the functional 

similarity computing for service workflow mainly considers the consistency verification 

of temporal behaviors, which requests business logics of one workflow should be 

appeared in the other one. The temporal behavior of workflow is the feature of critical 

importance in business process verification. To this end, the temporal logic formula is 

employed to describe the functional behavior of service workflow. The other workflow is 

transformed into automaton model for automatic verification against a set of temporal 

logics formulae. Each verification result shows the assertion yes/no to judge whether 

temporal logic is satisfied or not. After performing formal verifications, the similarity 

degree is computed based on verification results. If two workflows are similar, it means 

that at least one temporal behavior is guaranteed in both workflows.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the motivation scenario is 

introduced to make the problem clearer. In section 3, it describes the verification process 

of the functional similarity computing, and then proposes methods to compute the 

similarity degree between two service workflows. In Section 4, it presents a brief 

introduction to architecture. In Section 5, it reviews related works. Finally, it concludes 

this research and discusses future works in Section 6. 

 

2. Motivation 

In this section, we discuss an example about the test paper generation system to show 

our motivation scenario. Suppose that test papers should be automatically generated for 

the final examination. The process refer to 8 services to handle corresponding events, 

including login action (LA), homework checking (HC), paper type checking (PTC), 

teaching affairs office audit (TAOA), supervisor audit (SA), undergraduate paper 

generation (UPG), graduate paper generation (GPG), and paper printing (PP). In order to 

get better classification, the test paper generation refers to two types, mainly the 

undergraduate test paper and the graduate test paper. As Figure 1(a), shown, the first 

event is login action, which is checked by Information Office. The follow-up event is 

homework checking, which is supported by the FTP based system. Then, the paper type 

checking is worked to assign different test paper to student. Teaching Affairs Office 

audits the test paper for undergraduate students, and Supervisor audits the test paper for 

graduate students. Finally, all test papers are printed by the paper printing service. 
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Figure 1. The Process of Test Paper Generation 

Generally, the structure similarity is used to distinguish between two workflows using 

the graph structure. In Figure 1, four workflows can be transformed into an isomorphic 

graph structure with the same number of nodes and branches. However, the graph 

structure lacks of semantic information, especially temporal behaviors. In practices, these 

four workflows are different from each other. To illustrate the situation, we use ~ to 

denote the connection relation for temporal behavior, and  to denote the selection branch. 

Then, temporal behaviors of Figure 1 are as follows 

 

1) For Figure 1(a), it is LA ~ HC ~ PTC ~ (SA ~ GPG  TAOA ~ UPG) ~ PP 

2) For Figure 1(b), it is LA ~ PTC ~ HC ~ (SA ~ GPG  TAOA ~ UPG) ~ PP 

3) For Figure 1(c), it is LA ~ HC ~ PTC ~ (GPG ~ SA  UPG ~ TAOA) ~ PP 

4) For Figure 1(d), it is LA ~ PTC ~ HC ~ (GPG ~ SA  UPG ~ TAOA) ~ PP 

 

Our goal is to compute the similarity degree for all feasible workflows. Thus, to 

compute the functional similarity of service workflow, the temporal behavior considers 

the relationship between business activities. Suppose Figure 1(a), is selected as source 

workflow. In Table 1, it shows the different temporal behaviors between workflows, 

comparing Figure 1 (b), Figure 1 (c), Figure 1 (d) with Figure 1 (a), respectively. 

Table 1. The Different Between Workflows 

ID Target Workflow Different Temporal Behaviors 

1 LA ~ HC ~ PTC ~ (SA ~ GPG  TAOA ~ UPG) ~ PP - 

2 LA ~ PTC ~ HC ~ (SA ~ GPG  TAOA ~ UPG) ~ PP 
LA ~ PTC; PTC ~ HC; HC ~ SA; HC ~ 

TAOA 

3 LA ~ HC ~ PTC ~ (GPG ~ SA  UPG ~ TAOA) ~ PP 
GPG ~ SA ; PTC ~ GPG; PTC ~ UPG; UPG 

~ TAOA; SA~PP; TAOA~PP 

4 LA ~ PTC ~ HC ~ (GPG ~ SA  UPG ~ TAOA) ~ PP 

LA ~ PTC; PTC ~ HC; HC ~ GPG ; HC ~ 

UPG; GPG ~ SA ; UPG ~ TAOA; SA~PP; 

TAOA~PP 

 

After calculating different temporal behaviors, the functional similarity degree can be 

figured out by the same behavior ratio for each workflow. From Table 1, the similarity 

degree for Figure 1(b), Figure 1(c), Figure 1(d), are 4/8, 2/8, and 0 respectively. In the 

worst case, the similarity degree between Figure 1(a), and Figure 1(d), is 0, even if they 

have same graph structure. Therefore, the structural similarity is independent of the 

functional similarity. 
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Then, we compute all similarity degrees for four workflows of Figure 1. According to 

Table 2, Figure 1(a), and Figure 1(b), are similar, while Figure 1(c), and Figure 1(d), are 

similar. In this case, the functional similarity based on temporal behaviors is more useful 

since it can discover more different between service workflows. 

Table 2. The Similarity Degree Result 

 1) 2) 3) 4) 

1) 1 4/8 2/8 0 

2) 4/8 1 0 2/8 

3) 2/8 0 1 4/8 

4) 0 2/8 4/8 1 

 

The above motivation scenario shows that computing the functional similarity rather 

than the structural similarity can bring more benefits for workflow compaction. But it is 

not easy to solve the problem. First, it is infeasible to compare workflows in manual, 

especially when the searching space becomes large. It should consider the automatic 

mechanism to verify workflows. Second, the current approaches for the structural 

similarity computing cannot be extended to the functional similarity degree.  

Although two workflows are similar at the structure level with the same graph, the 

functional similarity will return different result since that they may be dissimilarity 

without any overlapping temporal behaviors. To this point, we are motivated to consider 

the functional similarity computing of two service workflows, which can be used the 

service workflow selection and recommendation. 

 

3. The Functional Similarity Computing 

In this section, we define key concepts used in service workflow and discuss the 

functional similarity computing using the model checking technology. 

 

3.1. Modeling Service Workflow 

The formal verification is adopted and extended for computing the functional similarity 

degree of service workflow. The property verification is divided into three steps, 

including model, property and verification [6-7]. In general, the verification process is as 

follows. 

1) It formalizes the target workflow into formal model M based on the model 

description language, such as Kripke [13], DTMC, and CTMC [8]. 

2) It generates the verification property of source workflow selected from workflow 

repository using temporal logic , such as CTL [12], LTL, TCTL, PCTL [9] and 

PTCTL[10]. 

3) It performs model checking, which aims to verify the satisfaction relation between 

model and formula that M |=. This process is run automatically by the supporting tool. 

The workflow provides process designers with support for constructing the new 

business process. In our work, the service workflow is formalized into Kripke structure 

which is one of automaton models. 

 

Definition 1(Modeling Service Workflow). The service workflow is transformed into 

Kripke structure [13]. It is denoted as WM=(S, I, AP, L, T), where,  

1) S is a finite set of states, in which each state is mapped to an activity of workflow. 

2) I  S is the starting state. 

3) T  S  S is a finite set of transitions, by which each transition is mapped to business 

process of workflow. 

4) AP is a set of atomic propositions, specifying the activity and its requirements. 
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5) L : S  2AP is a function that labels each state with the set of atomic propositions 

true in that state.  

The workflow model shows an abstract automaton model where each transition can be 

executed since Web service supports the remote invocation and execution. The atomic 

proposition AP is built by the property of Web service. A transition in Kripke structure 

denotes change in the value of one or more states. For a state s, there is a set of 

succeeding states that {s’| sS(s,s’)T}. A path =<s0,s1,…sn> of an workflow model 

is a finite sequence that 1in and (si,si+1)T. Each path is called business process where 

each state has sequential relation. If there is no transition from s that {s’| 

sS(s,s’)T}=, then a deadlock occurs. In technology, the self- transition will be 

added to the ending state that (s,s) T.  

Different from the general workflow, WM model does not have control structures, such 

as the sequence branch, the concurrent branch, and the selection branch [11]. Thus, we 

consider structure mapping rules for the service workflow transformation. 

 

Definition 2(Sequence Transformation). Given a sequence of activity a1~a2, the 

sequence transformation mapping rule is to change sequence workflow into a single 

transition. 

1) Generating two new states s and s’ corresponds to a1 and a2 respectively. 

2) Setting activity as atomic proposition of each state in the form of truth-value. 

3) Adding a new transition (s,s’) to T. 

 

Definition 3(Concurrent Transformation). The concurrent branch calls for multiple 

branches to execute in parallel and converge into a common point. We consider the AND-

spilt and AND-join type, using symbol  to denote concurrent behaviors. Given a 

concurrent of activity a1~(a2a3)~a4, the concurrent transformation mapping rule is to 

change concurrent workflow into four transitions. 

1) Generating four new states s1, s2, s3 and s4 corresponds to a1, a2, a3, and a4 

respectively. 

2) Setting activity as atomic proposition of each state in the form of truth-value. 

3) Adding a new transition (s1, s2) to T, a new transition (s1, s3) to T, a new transition 

(s2, s3) to T, a new transition (s3, s4) to T respectively.  

 

Definition 4(Selection Transformation). The selection branch calls for only one of 

branches can be executed. It is a mutual exclusion. We consider the XOR-spilt and XOR-

join type, using symbol  to denote concurrent behaviors. Given a selection of activity 

a1~(a2a3)~a4, the selection transformation mapping rule is to change selection workflow 

into four transitions. 

1) Generating four new states s1, s2, s3 and s4 corresponds to a1, a2, a3, and a4 

respectively. 

2) Setting activity as atomic proposition of each state in the form of truth-value. 

3) Adding a new transition (s1, s2) to T, a new transition (s1, s3) to T, a new transition 

(s2, s3) to T, a new transition (s3, s4) to T respectively. 

After obtaining the formal model of service workflow, the next step is to generate 

verification properties. The Computation Tree Logic (CTL) is introduced to describe 

temporal behaviors, which is a prominent branching temporal logic for specifying 

verification properties [12]. 

 

Definition 5(Computation Tree Logic). The state formulae of CTL are defined as 

follows. It is in the form of BNF (Backus-Naur Form), that is, 

::=true | p | 12 |  | | E | A                                                                     (1) 
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where pAP, the quantifier E means ‘along at least (there Exists) one path from the 

current state’, the quantifier A means ‘along All paths from the current state’. 

The path formulae  of CTL are defined as follows, 

::= X | 1∪2 | G | F                                                                                            (2) 

where , 1and 2 are state formulae, X is the neXt-time operator, U is the Until 

operator, G is the Globally operator and F is the Future operator.  

The CTL formulae are used to describe the temporal behaviors, by which we can 

generate corresponding verification property for checking service workflow. The 

following formulae are presented to show the semantic description example of temporal 

behaviors.  

1) M=AF means that AF is valid in stats s if and only if  holds globally along all 

path that start from s. 

2) M=EG means that EG is valid in stats s if and only if there exists some paths 

starting at s such as that for each state on this path the formula  holds; 

  3) M=E[U] means that E[U] is valid in stats s if and only if at least one path 

starting at s such as that for some states on this path the formula  holds Until a state 

holds .  

 

3.2. The Consistency Verification 

The consistency verification of two workflows is to check whether they are consistent 

or not. We consider the new workflow as target model and the selected workflow as 

source of requirement model. It is worked under following principles. 

 

Definition 6(Consistency Principles). Given two workflows WM1 and WM2, the 

consistency principles consider states and transitions.  

1) All states of WM1 are requested to be appeared in WM2 

2) All transitions of WM1 are requested to be appeared in WM2 

3) WM2 does not contain any transition which does not belong to WM1. 

Definition 6 indicates that WM1 is similar to WM2 when first two principles are 

satisfied. The last principle is a necessary condition which prevents WM2 from 

implementing irrelevant business logics that are not requested by WM1. According to 

Definition 6, the coverage criteria are employed to generate temporal logic formulae for 

the formal verification, mainly state coverage and transition coverage. 

 

Definition 7(State Coverage). Suppose WM1 is a formal model of the selected service 

workflow, which will be considered as requirement model to check the new service 

workflow. State coverage requires that each state node in WM1 should be visited at least 

once. We use EF  to generate temporal logic formulae. 

, ( )

( )
s S a L s

EF s a
 

                                                                                                               (3) 

Definition 7 indicates that each state in WM1 should have a corresponding state in WM2. 

Thus, all states of WM1 are extracted to generate temporal logic formulae. 

 

Definition 8(Transition Coverage). Suppose WM1 is a formal model of the selected 

service workflow, which will be considered as requirement model to check the new 

service workflow. Transition coverage requires that each transition relation in WM1 

should be visited at least once. We use AG  to generate temporal logic formulae. 
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                                                                                               (5) 

Definition 8 indicates that each transition in WM1 should have corresponding transition 

in WM2. Thus, all transitions of WM1 are extracted to generate temporal logic formulae. 
 

3.3. Computing Similarity Degree 

Given a set of temporal logics TL={1, 2, …, n}, the functional similarity computing 

includes following three steps.  

1) The first step is to check whether TL= or not. If it is empty, then the new service 

workflow is not similar to the selected service workflow. Otherwise, at least one property 

is satisfied by which the new workflow is similar to the selected workflow. 

2) The second step is to compute the similarity degree. The satisfied property set is 

picked out from TL as SP={i|iTLWM|=i}. The similarity degree is 
| |

[0,1]
| |

SP

TL
   . 

3) The third step is to make a decision by comparing the similarity degree with the user 

requirement. 

 

Definition 9(The Results Vector for Similarity Verification). The verification results 

for temporal logics TL={1, 2, …, n} is in the form of VR={vr1, vr2, …, vrn}. Each 

element vri is assigned to 0 or 1 according to the verification result. If the property 1 is 

verified as true, then vr1 is marked as 1; Otherwise vr1 is marked as 0. 

1 |

0

i

i

WM
vr

otherwise


 


                                                                                                           (6) 

Let {1,0,0,1,0,1} be verification results. It means that the 1st, 4th , and 6th of properties 

are satisfied. Let {0,0,0,0,0,0} be verification results. They are not similar to each other.  

 

Definition 10(The Similarity Degree). Given verification results VR={vr1, vr2, …, 

vrn }, the similarity degree is computed as follows 

| |

i

i

vr VR

vr

VR






                                                                                                                        (7) 

Definition 11(The Average Similarity Degree). Due to workflow repository will have 

a lot of similar workflows, the average similarity degree avg is worked as follow, 

| |

i

i

WM

WM WMS

avg
WMS









                                                                                                             (8) 

In Definition 11, WMS={1,2,…,n} is a set of similarity degrees for current service 

workflow comparing with workflows selected from the workflow repository. Based on 

the average similarity degree, the specified threshold value  requested by user is used to 

filter and recommend workflow. If >, the new workflow can be stored into the 

workflow repository and mapped to the same functional domain. After that, similar 

workflows can be recommended to users when they retrieve workflows. 
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Definition 12(The Functional Similarity Aggregation). In order to aggregate similar 

workflows, the Pearson formula is used to the new workflow aggregation according to the 

similarity degree. Suppose the verification results matrix is as follow,  

1 2 1

1,1 1,2 1, 1 1,1

2,1 2,2 2, 1 2,2

1,1 1,2 1, 1 1,1

,1 ,2 , 1 ,

.

.

. . . . .....

m m

m m

m m

n n n m n mn

n n n m n mn

y y y y

vr vr vr vrw

vr vr vr vrw

vr vr vr vrw

vr vr vr vrw







    



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

The row wi means the new workflow, and the column yi means the selected workflow. 

The matrix contains all similarity degrees computed from the model checking process. 

Then, we use the following Pearson formula to get the correlation between service 

workflows. 

', ',

, '
2 2

', ',

( )( )

( ) ( )

w ww i w i

i n
w w

w ww i w i

i n i n

vr VR vr VR

c
vr VR vr VR



 

 


 



 
                                                                                    (9) 

The cw,w’ is a correlation value between wth new workflow and w’th new workflow. The 

element vrw,i is the similarity degree between wth new workflow and ith selected workflow. 

The WVR  is the average similarity degree in the verification results matrix. After 

calculation, the Pearson matrix shows a new relationship between service workflows. 

Only the most relevant workflows can be considered as similar workflows. 

 

4. Architecture Introduction 

The architecture to the functional similarity computing includes four modules, mainly 

the functional similarity verification (FSV), the workflow repository management (WRM), 

the basic configuration (BC), and the functional similarity computing (FSC). Its goal is to 

provide a convenient and efficient way to model and execute the collaborative service 

based on abstract workflow across different enterprises.  

Model 

Transformation 

Property 

Generation

Formal 

Verification

Functional Similarity 

Degree Computing

Functional Similarity 

Aggregation

Workflow

Repository

Transformation 

Rules and Mapping 

Verification 
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Behavior Statistics

Quantitative Results

And Workflow 

Outputs

 

Figure 2. The Architecture of Functional Similarity Computing 

The functional similarity verification (FSV) is to verify the functional similarity for 

service workflow. In our study, the high-level description tool BPEL4WS is used as 

workflow modeling tool, which is transformed into Kripke model, an automaton of formal 

model. When receiving a workflow, it begins to fetch workflow from the workflow 

repository, which is considered as requirement model. Then, coverage criteria are 

employed to generate the verification property. After that, the formal verification is 
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automatically performed by model checker NuSMV [13] to check each verification 

property. All these verification results will be analyzed for the functional similarity 

computing (FSC). 

The workflow repository management (WRM) is in charge of workflow management. 

It includes two parts that the workflow repository and the verification strategies. The 

workflow repository recommends workflows to the functional similarity verification 

(FSV). The verification strategies support the on-the-fly strategy and the abstraction 

refinement strategy for improving the efficiency of formal verification. 

 The basic configuration (BC) is responsible for storing transformation rules and 

mapping methods since the control structure of workflow should be considered. Moreover, 

the similarity setting is used to filter unsatisfied workflow when the functional similarity 

degree is computed according to verification results.  

The functional similarity computing (FSC) is the focus of this paper. First, it carries out 

the statistical result of similar behaviors based on verification results. Second, the 

functional similarity degree is computed in a quantitative way. Third, the functional 

similarity aggregation is to cluster analysis, by which the similarity setting is used as 

threshold value to aggregate similar workflows. Finally, quantitative results and 

workflows are returned as outputs to users. 

 

5. Related Works 

The similarity computing is an important research topic in workflow management, 

which has been widely used to the version update and the workflow recommendation. We 

give a review on the major techniques and researches that are most closely related to our 

works. 

Some works focus on the similarity metric. Dong [14] studied the similarity metric 

algorithm based on the principal transition sequences (PTS), and proposed an improved 

scheme by defining the complete firing sequences to express model behavior. Dijkmana 

[15] presented three similarity metrics, mainly node matching similarity, structural 

similarity, and behavioral similarity. Kunze [16] presented an indexing approach based on 

metric trees to save comparison operations during searching, which is a hierarchical 

search structure. 

Some works focus on the ontology description. Chen [17] proposed a two ontology 

using similarity computing algorithm, which considered both the taxonomy similarity and 

the feature similarity. The similarity between a detected object and a predefined object 

was calculated by combining the two similarities together. Krzywucki [18] proposed a 

similar workflow search algorithm based on the semantic type comparison, which 

involved reasoning based on myGrid ontologies. Schumacher [19] presented an approach 

towards a trace index based workflow similarity function, which speedups the calculation 

of comparison. 

Some works focus on the behavioral similarity. WANG [20] proposed the behavioral 

similarity algorithm based on SSDT (Shortest Succession Distance between Tasks) matrix. 

Grigori [21] reduced the problem of behavioral matching to a graph matching problem. 

They developed a BPEL ranking platform that allowed to find in a service repository, a 

set of service candidates satisfying user requirements, and then, to rank these candidates 

using a behavioral-based similarity measure. 

Some works focus on the structures similarity. Zha [22] considered process similarity 

measure focusing on the control flow structures. They proposed a label-free similarity 

measure between process models based on transition adjacent relations (TARs) in the 

context of workflow nets (WF-nets). Wombacher [23] researched the problem of service 

discovery. Different similarity measures facilitating structured workflows and higher level 

change operations were presented and evaluated based on a pilot of an empirical study. 

Wang [24] proposed a novel method to determine the degree of similarity between 
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process models. It was designed for labeled Petri nets which was a foundational theory for 

process modeling. Wang [25] proposed a grid workflow process design method using 

event-condition-action (ECA) rule, and proposed a new process similarity measure 

approach by revising existing clustering algorithm. 

Different from above exiting woks, this paper focuses on the functional similarity 

computing considering the temporal logic property verification. The model checking is 

employed to perform the functional similarity verification. Then, the functional similarity 

degree based on verification results is computed in a quantitative way. 

 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to the functional similarity computing for 

service workflow using temporal logic property verification. First, the model checking is 

used to functional similarity verification where the new workflow is compared with the 

selected workflow. The core research is the temporal behavior at the functional similarity 

level.  Then, the functional similarity degree is computed according to verification results. 

Third, considering the workflow number in the workflow repository, a set of the 

functional similarity degrees is analyzed to the functional similarity aggregation for the 

similar workflows recommendation. Furthermore, we introduce architecture of the 

proposed method to guide the system implementation. Our method contributes to assign 

appropriate services to workflow as an optimal solution. 

However, this paper only considers the functional similarity focusing on the temporal 

logics of behavior. We will research non-functional behavior about how to handle data-

ware workflow and user preferences to support the personalized workflow 

recommendation in the future. 
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